
Recently Launched Gaming Website from Internet Market Services Wins Hearts of 

Female Gamers with Its Amazing Stock of Games for Girls. 

 

With an awesome stock of games for girls, the recently launched gaming website E 

Arcades is quickly emerging as a favorite gaming destination for the female gaming 

enthusiasts. E Arcades is an online gaming resource that was recently introduced by 

Internet Marketing Services, a reputed online marketing consultancy firm operating out 

of Ontario.    

 

An astounding collection of games for girls has helped E Arcades grab instant attention 

of girl who are enthusiastic about online games. The website was introduced recently by 

Ontario based marketing consultancy company Internet Marketing Services. It must be 

mentioned that the company operates in many fields other than internet marketing and the 

introduction of Arcades marks their entrance in the online gaming industry. The website 

offers hundreds of free games in different categories like fighting, action, puzzle, 

adventure, education, strategy, and much more. New games are added regularly to the 

website for different types of gamers.    

 

Games for girls have now become abundant in most of the gaming websites with the 

increasing popularity of online games amongst the girls. E Arcades presents some of the 

finest girl's games ever produced for absolutely free. Out of all these games, dress up 

games like Flash Light Fashion, Simple but Beautiful, Dress up Disco Style, Fashion 

Model, etc. have been mostly appreciated by the female visitors to E Arcades. Excellent 

games for the female visitors of the website are available in other categories, too.  Brand 

new games are added to the site every now then to enhance the gaming pleasure of the 

players.      

 

 

More and more female gamers around the world are visiting E Arcades to enjoy the 

absorbing games available here. Nadia from Pittsburgh praises the website saying, "The 

games available in this website are extremely addictive.  Expecting much more from 

them in future".  When asked about his company's decision to enter the gaming industry, 

the owner of Internet Marketing Services Michael Bashi said, "We are in the process of 

diversifying to several new fields of business. Being a gaming fanatic myself, starting a 

gaming website was on my mind". He also mentioned that E Arcades will soon have 

more new games for girls.   

 

About the Company: Internet Marketing Services is a noted online marketing company 

that has just entered the gaming arena with their gaming website E-Arcades. An excellent 

collection of games has made this the favorite gaming destination for girls.  
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E-Arcades 

Windsor, Ontario 

Zip Code: N9E 1S3 

Website:http://www.earcades.com/ 

Email: support@earcades.com 
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